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I.

Introduction

The organization referred to in the title of this contribution is the International Bank for
Reconstruction and Development (the IBRD or ‘the Bank’). Its constituent treaty was
drawn up at the United Nations Monetary and Financial Conference held in 1944 at
Bretton Woods, New Hampshire.1 The treaty, the Articles of Agreement of the IBRD,
came into force at the end of 1945.2 The Bank began operating the following year.
Already then, it was being referred to informally as the ‘World Bank’, a sobriquet that the
institution eventually adopted officially.3
The purposes of the Bank, as set forth in its Articles of Agreement, include
assisting in the reconstruction of the economies of members destroyed or disrupted by
war, and in the development of productive facilities and resources in less developed
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countries.4 Early in its history, the Bank moved out of the reconstruction field, focusing
instead on its other purpose of helping in the development of its developing member
countries.5 It serves the purpose by providing financing, mainly loans, for investment
projects and economic reform. The loans are made to, or with the guarantee of,
creditworthy developing member countries.6 Interest charged by the Bank on such loans
is only fractionally above its own overall cost of borrowing.7 The Bank also provides
technical assistance to its member countries, undertakes research and training, and
administers, on behalf of donors, funds for specific uses.8
As the ‘chief of the operating staff of the Bank’ in charge of its ‘ordinary
business’,9 the Bank has a President selected by the Executive Directors of the Bank for a
renewable five-year term. The President also serves as Chairman of the Executive
Directors, who function as a resident board at the principal office of the Bank (in
Washington, DC).10 The Executive Directors, now twenty-five in number, oversee the
general operations of the Bank, exercising powers delegated to them by the Board of
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Governors, which consists of one Governor appointed by each member and meets once
annually.11
Since its establishment, the IBRD has had twelve Presidents, all of them nationals
of the Bank’s largest shareholder, the United States. The third, and longest-serving,
President was Eugene R Black, who held the position from 1949 to 1962.12 A profile of
Black on the Bank’s website describes as the most striking feature of his presidency
the extent to which Black came to personify the Bank. His tenure of office was so
long, the stamp of his personality so strong, and his responsibility for its evolving
pattern so clear that the Bank came to be known as Black’s Bank.13
Black led the institution from
tentative beginnings to broad recognition as an important, well- functioning,
effective and profitable development institution. He established the Bank’s credit
in the capital markets of the United States, ensured the acceptability of its bonds
to the country’s institutional investors, and obtained the highest commercial rating
for its paper. He assembled a growing international staff that brought experience
and imagination to tackle the demands of an expanding membership. Lending
increased rapidly, and covered virtually all sectors relevant to economic progress,
including infrastructure, industry, agriculture, and education. In response to the
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changing needs of the membership two major affiliates were created: the
International Finance Corporation (IFC) and the International Development
Association (IDA).14
The website profile points to an additional accomplishment of Black: ‘He established the
Bank as an impartial mediator in international disputes.’15 An overview of the Bank
prepared by its staff and published in 1960 described the institution as having been
brought ‘logically but unexpectedly’ into this field by its ‘international character, its
reputation for objectivity and its expertness in finance’.16 In addition, Black had a
‘reputation as a reasonable man with extensive experience in financial matters’, which
drew many parties to ask him personally to mediate or conciliate their disagreements.17
Arbitration in the sense of deciding a dispute in a binding manner was outside the
purview of this activity of the Bank.18 Black insisted as a condition of his or the Bank’s
involvement as mediator or conciliator that it was requested by both parties.19 As to the
distinction between cases of the Bank mediating a dispute and Black doing so in his
personal capacity, William Iliff, a Vice President of the Bank at the time, explained that
we approach that very empirically. I think Mr. Black really makes up his mind as
to whether it’s appropriate that he should do this in his personal capacity. Of
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course, he’s really doing it as President of the World Bank, but institutionally the
Bank is not involved.20
The next section of this chapter looks at two experiences of Black’s Bank, and Black
personally, with the settlement of investment disputes. Aron Broches, who as General
Counsel of the Bank was to lead the staff work on the establishment of the International
Centre for Settlement of Investment Disputes (ICSID), agreed that these experiences
‘rang the bells that started [him] thinking about ICSID’.21 The two ‘forerunners . . . were .
. . Black’s conciliation role with the City of Tokyo bonds, and the Bank’s mediation
between the Suez Canal Company and Egypt’.22

II.

The City of Tokyo Bonds and Suez Canal Company Cases

The first case concerned French holders of bonds issued by the City of Tokyo in 1912 to
help finance the development and expansion of the city’s electrical tramways and lighting
undertakings. Service on the bonds had been suspended in 1928 as funds remitted for the
purpose were being attached by bondholders complaining, in the wake of a substantial
depreciation of the franc in relation to sterling, that the bonds were envisaged to be
payable in the franc equivalent of their sterling value, rather than in francs at their franc
face amount. There were conflicting court rulings on the question in France and Japan.
Negotiations were started between representatives of the parties to overcome the resulting
deadlock. The negotiations produced a settlement in the late 1930s effectively raising the
franc face value of the bonds. War intervened to prevent implementation of the
settlement, which the bondholders later argued should be disregarded. Eventually, in
1958, representatives of the bondholders and the City of Tokyo concluded a conciliation
20
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agreement pursuant to which Black was asked ‘to draft a concrete and workable plan for
settling in a fair and feasible manner the controversy between the parties’.23 In 1960,
Black delivered a plan to the parties for the resumption of payment of principal and
interest on the bonds. The plan was based on the pre-war settlement while providing for
the bondholders to be compensated for losses due to the delay in carrying out the
settlement as contemplated by its provisions. Black’s plan led to a resolution of the
controversy after another two years.24
The dispute regarding the Suez Canal Company was over the amount of
compensation to be paid to its mainly French and British shareholders by the Egyptian
Government following the government’s nationalization of the company in 1956. Egypt
had offered to pay the shareholders compensation on the basis of the price of the shares
on the Paris Bourse on the day before the nationalization; the offer was inadequate to the
shareholders as concern over the situation in Egypt during the previous months had
resulted in the stock falling to an artificially low figure.25
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Through UN Secretary-General Dag Hammarskjold, the Egyptians and the
representatives of the shareholders asked Black to lend the good offices of the Bank to
the negotiations.26 Black accepted the request, designating Iliff to handle the matter on
behalf of the Bank. At Black’s suggestion, Iliff was assisted in the negotiations, which
lasted most of the first half of 1958, by George D Woods, Chairman of the First Boston
Corporation, as a financial consultant.27
Iliff and Woods started off talks with the Egyptians in Cairo and the
representatives of the shareholders in Paris before convening a meeting of both sides in
Rome. They then ‘went back and forth from Rome to Cairo, Cairo to Paris, Paris to
Rome, and finally got to a point where we had narrowed the gap very, very
considerably’.28
A figure acceptable to both sides was reached after a personal intervention of
Black. Under the subsequently concluded settlement agreement, the Bank agreed to act as
fiscal agent for the transfer of the periodic compensation payments to be made by the
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government.29 The Bank eventually also agreed to provide financing for improvements of
the canal.30

III.

A ‘Special Forum’ for the Settlement of Investment Disputes

In the later years of Black’s presidency, increasing attention was being given in various
fora, notably at the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD),
to the contribution that private foreign investment could make to the development of
developing countries. Perceptions of political risk, in particular the risk of expropriation,
were seen as a major deterrent to investment in these countries. Measures under
consideration to address the problem included the elaboration of a ‘code of conduct’ for
host states in their treatment of foreign investment and the possible establishment of a
multilateral organization to offer foreign investors insurance against political risks. In
1959, Germany introduced into the OECD’s predecessor organization a draft of the ‘code
of conduct’ as a proposal for a multilateral treaty that might be adhered to by members
and non-members alike. This was the famous Abs-Shawcross Draft Convention, which
combined substantive protections of investment with provisions on the arbitral settlement
of disputes, including investor-state disputes. Despite later iterations at the OECD,
however, this project never progressed beyond the draft stage.31 As to the investment
insurance possibility, the Development Assistance Group of the OECD asked the Bank in
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1961 to prepare a study of the possibility. The Bank acceded to the request without,
however, committing itself to the ‘usefulness or feasibility’ of the idea.32
Embraced more warmly by the Bank was a third possibility examined in a report
issued by the UN Secretary-General in 1960. This was to create by treaty a separate
arbitration agency to which foreign investors might have independent access for the
resolution of disputes with their host states. Given the difficulty of reaching agreement on
a broader ‘code of conduct’, this could be ‘at least an intermediary solution’.33 The report
added that the separate arbitration mechanism might actually provide greater protection
than a code of conduct; the former might be made to cover all investment disputes, while
the protection of the latter would normally be limited to the rules that the parties had
agreed in the code.34
The Bank’s previous experience with the settlement of investment disputes not
only helped to persuade it to pursue this apparently more modest option; it also
influenced the Bank’s design of it in providing for conciliation as well as arbitration
given ‘that the Bank’s . . . experience . . . has indicated the value of conciliation’.35
32
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Although Black regarded helping in the resolution of economic and financial disputes as
an important part of the Bank’s service to its membership,36 he often remarked how
arduous and time-consuming the task could be.37 The new agency could help to relieve
the Bank of such ‘extra-curricular burdens’.38
These themes were brought together in Black’s address to the annual meeting of
the Board of Governors of the Bank in September 1961. In it, he observed that the
settlement of disputes between governments and private investors was often mentioned in
connection with promoting increased flows of investment to developing countries. He
continued:
As most of you know, the Bank as an institution, and the President of the Bank in
his personal capacity, have on several occasions been approached by member
governments to assist in the settlement of financial disputes involving private
parties. We have, indeed, succeeded in facilitating settlements in some issues of
this kind, but the Bank is not really equipped to handle this sort of business in the
course of its regular routine. At the same time, our experience has confirmed my
belief that a very useful contribution could be made by some sort of special forum
for the conciliation or arbitration of these disputes. The results of an inquiry made
by the Secretary-General of the United Nations show that this belief is widely
shared. The fact that governments and private interests have turned to the Bank to
provide this assistance indicates the lack of any other specific machinery for
conciliation and arbitration which is regarded as adequate by investors and
governments alike. I therefore intend to explore with other institutions, and with
our member governments, whether something might not be done to promote the
establishment of machinery of this kind.39
Work soon began at the Bank, under the inspired leadership of Broches, on drawing up
what would become the ICSID Convention. The work included the discussion of
36
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successive drafts of the Convention by the Executive Directors, by legal experts
designated by governments to participate in four regional consultative meetings, and,
after the Board of Governors had formally requested the Executive Directors to formulate
a text of the Convention for submission to member governments, by a legal committee of
representatives of member governments convened to assist the Executive Directors in
that task.40 The work was completed by 18 March 1965 when the Executive Directors
approved the final text of the Convention and submitted it to member governments for
consideration with a view to signature and ratification. In accordance with its terms, the
Convention came into force on 14 October 1966, thirty days after its twentieth
ratification.
Today, almost fifty years later, 150 countries are parties to the Convention, and
ICSID has a staff of sixty and a total cumulative caseload of over 470 investor-state
cases. Appropriately enough, the Bank has largely shed its role as an ‘international
mediator’ of investment disputes, ICSID having separately ‘institutionalize[d] the
positive aspects of the 1950s mediation experiences’.41 To that extent, ICSID might be
viewed as a legacy of Black’s Bank.
As explained earlier, the conciliation procedure of ICSID certainly is such a
legacy. Perhaps underestimating how uniquely effective the Bank or its head could be as
a conciliator or mediator, there was disappointment at ICSID to see, almost from the
start, the contrastingly low level of interest in its conciliation procedure. In its first twenty
years, ICSID registered twenty-three arbitration cases and just two conciliations. Only
seven more conciliation cases have been registered since.42 On the other hand, many of
the arbitration cases end as a successful conciliation might end, with an amicable
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settlement by the parties of their dispute.43 The recent adoption by the International Bar
Association of its Rules for Investor-State Mediation,44 which can be used in an ICSID
conciliation, may help to spark renewed interest in the ICSID procedure. Another step
was taken in this direction recently, when a new list of designees of the Chairman of the
ICSID Administrative Council to the Centre’s Panels of Conciliators and of Arbitrators
included, for the first time, a full complement of ten separate designees to the Panel of
Conciliators.45
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